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Action Alert
C i g n a An n o u n c e s 1 0 Ye a r P h a r m a c y B e n e f i t
M a n a g e m e n t ( P B M ) Ag r e e m e n t w i t h C a t a m a r a n
Summary
On June 10, 2013, Cigna announced that it has entered into a strategic partnership with Catamaran
to provide PBM services. Catamaran was created as a result of the merger between Catalyst Health
Solutions and SXC Health Solutions in 2012. Once fully integrated, Catamaran will provide services
to all of Cigna’s commercial pharmacy business – approximately 8 million members. Catamaran had
previously been responsible for the Medicare business of HealthSpring, whose acquisition by Cigna
was completed in January 2012. Under the agreement, which is estimated to take two to three years
to implement:



Cigna will continue to manage the drug formulary, sales and marketing, product development,
and customer and client service functions



Catamaran will provide the technology platform, back-end processing, drug procurement,
inventory, retail pharmacy contracting, and mail-order services

What This Means for Your Company
According to the press release from Cigna, “Clients and customers will realize greater value through
enhanced affordability from combined scale, continued high quality clinical care, and an exceptional
service experience.” Clients should hold Cigna accountable to deliver improved pricing, enhanced
network access, and the other promised benefits of the agreement. Realizing these benefits that
result from the agreement between Cigna and Catamaran will lead directly to significant bottom-line
savings for procurement, human resources, and finance and accounting, while also resulting in
increased employee satisfaction with your pharmacy benefit plan through improved access, delivery,
and service.
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If Cigna is currently your organization’s PBM vendor, this announcement should be seen as an
opportunity to optimize the value your organization receives by effectively managing the cost and
delivery of benefits. Primarily, employers should use the Cigna and Catamaran agreement as an
opportunity to review their contracts to ensure that they are reaping the benefits this partnership is
intended to provide. In addition, it is important to consider whether other areas such as prior
authorizations and drug utilization reviews will be impacted as a result of this arrangement. As
always, we recommend that employers utilize service level agreements and performance
guarantees to ensure that vendors are held accountable for the assurances they make and that
favorable outcomes can be achieved for your organization.

Ab o u t O p t i m a t u m G r o u p , L L C
Optimatum Group LLC specializes in helping clients optimize health plan costs without shifting costs to
employees or cutting benefits. We work with senior executives to deliver hard-dollar cost savings quickly
and maintain savings year after year.
We provide independent, vendor-neutral expertise in pharmacy, medicine, nursing, actuarial science and
plan management. By uncovering and eliminating unnecessary expenses and engaging in active, ongoing
plan management, our services lead to healthier balance sheets and P&L statements.
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